WHO DO YOU SUPPOSE OFFERS THE MOST COST-EFFECTIVE SOLUTION TO ALL YOUR I.C. COMPONENT TESTING NEEDS?

EAGLE TEST SYSTEMS!

Design Verification (via Database Linking)
This unique system can interface to any CAD environment and provide COMPLETE DESIGN VERIFICATION, including AC's and DC's.

Incoming Inspection/Production Testing can be accomplished for a wide variety of devices, up to 128 PINS!

Digital & Linear device testing can be accomplished from the same system. No need to purchase and support two different systems. MIXED TECHNOLOGY DEVICES are welcome.

Fully Upgradable. You can start from our smaller system and expand into multi-test site, networked systems.

Best of All, the test written for one function can be used at any task location, allowing for good correlation. GIVE US A CALL!

Eagle Test Systems
1353 Armour Blvd.
Mundelein, IL 60060
312/367-8282